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Guida alla politica estera italiana 2002

although the unification of italy in 1870 initially defined the nation s geographical boundaries italians faced challenges of determining their nation s social political and cultural identity this volume examines the struggle to recast

the nation according to their visions

Remaking Italy in the Twentieth Century 2002

all souls day the day of the dead 1941 florence city of strife it is hitler s state visit to florence and the last of the good times for mussolini from now on he and his lover clara will cling more closely together ever more dependent

upon each other as their country spirals into civil war and their lives disintegrate annabelle and enrico young cousins from an ancient florentine family work first with the clandestine resistance then openly with the partisans facing

life and death together in the mountains they forge a passionate life long bond how reliable is memory and can we ever expiate past sins are some ghosts better left alone the sweet hills of florence is a sweeping novel spanning

time and distance between italy and australia between mussolini s italy and that of berlusconi between past and present it is a rich tapestry woven with skilful insight of the culture and the times in digging beneath the patina of

memory in a search for meaning it opens doors to the past and raises uncomfortable questions for the present sandy mccutcheon author of black widow i loved how this story brought the contrast of australia and italy to life this

is a book that digs deep as jan wallace dickinson explores the bonds that define us and shape our lives lisa clifford author of the promise

The Sweet Hills of Florence 2018-08-01

the contributors to this volume assess the second berlusconi government its policies

Da Badoglio a Berlusconi 1995

the future of european foreign policy is of vital significance to the developing world order the failure of us policy in iraq has underscored the need for europe to play a constructive global role nevertheless divisions within europe

over the iraq war and over the future development of the european union have raised questions about the potential for an effective european foreign policy whether organized through eu institutions or via individual member

states this book will consider why europe should assume global responsibilities how they will be organized institutionally whether they will be adequate to address pressing regional and security concerns and how they will reflect

the foreign policy interests of europe s major powers it is the intention of this book to cover both thematic and country specific issues ranging from europe s responsibility as a global actor and eu nato relations to the specific

influence of germany france italy and the united kingdom the contributors come from across the european union and represent a mix of established and rising scholars this book was published as a special issue of the journal of

european integration
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The Second Berlusconi Government 2003

this book offers a re examination of foreign policy in its relation with domestic politics and international relations ir bringing together a vast body of literature from ir foreign policy analysis comparative politics and public policy this

book systematically reconceptualises foreign policy as a dialectic produced by the interplay of context strategy and discourse it argues that foreign policy defies easy understandings and necessitates a complex framework of

analysis introducing the strategic relational model as conceptualised in critical realism for the first time to the field of foreign policy analysis combining a comprehensive investigation of the last century of italian foreign policy with

an exploration of a key theoretical issue within the field of foreign policy analysis and ir this book analyses key episodes within italian foreign policy including italy s cold war alliance politics colonial interventions fascist foreign

policy and italy s participation in the wars of kosovo iraq and afghanistan it provides a comprehensive and up to date account of the long term historical trajectory of italian foreign policy from the liberal age to the second republic

including all four governments of silvio berlusconi foreign policy domestic politics and international relations will be of interest to students and scholars of international relations foreign policy analysis and italian politics

The Future of European Foreign Policy 2013-10-31

the second world war wreaked unprecedented devastation throughout europe necessitating monumental reconstruction efforts that burdened not only governments but the lives of ordinary citizens war massacre and recovery in

central italy 1943 1948 examines this transitional period in the province of arezzo by detailing the daily experiences of civilians through the traumas of war and the difficulties of recovery studying the aftermath of war in a new

and insightful way victoria c belco shifts the perspective from the national to the local level with this localized focus she provides valuable insight into the ways in which civilians coped with an overwhelming range of problems

from adjusting to allied occupation and widespread displacement to rampant unemployment and the restructuring of local administrations and institutions after fascism recreating the post war atmosphere of disorder need and

political upheaval belco shows how the competing community interests caused social fragmentations that impeded change while the unity of a shared past prevented civil war

Foreign Policy, Domestic Politics and International Relations 2013-10-01

how do the places where people live help structure and restructure their sociopolitical identities and interests in this book renowned political geographer john a agnew presents a theoretical model that addresses the relation of

place to politics and applies it to a series of historicogeographical case studies set in modern italy for agnew place is not just a static backdrop against which events occur but a dynamic component of social economic and

political processes he shows for instance how the lack of a common landscape ideal or physical image of italy delayed the development of a sense of nationhood among italians after unification and agnew uses the post 1992

victory of the northern league over the christian democrats in many parts of northern italy to explore how parties are replaced geographically during periods of intense political change providing a fresh new approach to studying

the role of space and place in social change place and politics in modern italy will interest geographers political scientists and social theorists
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War, Massacre, and Recovery in Central Italy, 1943-1948 2010-01-01

at a time when the economic troubles and bailouts of greece and other european economies are casting significant doubt on the future viability of the eurozone and the eu it is crucial to examine the origins of the political will

and leadership that is necessary to move the integration process forward this book makes a significant conceptual and empirical contribution by elucidating the extent to which the integration process hinges not on institutions

and norms but on the relations among leaders vogt conducts a comparative diplomatic history of three critical junctures in the process of european integration the creation of the common market 1955 1957 british accession 1969

1973 and the introduction of the euro 1989 1993 he illustrates how personal diplomacy leadership constellations and the dynamics among leaders enable breakthroughs or inhibit accords he also reveals how the eu s system of

top level decision making that privileges institutionalised summitry has operated in the past and suggests in a separate chapter why it has come to atrophy and prove more dysfunctional of late

Place and Politics in Modern Italy 2002-10

peace support operations are one of the most important tools in the foreign policy of western democracies this book is a study of italian military operations in the last twenty years italy s operations are examined through an

analysis of parliamentary debates and interviews with leading policy makers

Personal Diplomacy in the EU 2016-10-04

italy s foreign policy has often been dismissed as too idiosyncratic inconsistent and lacking ambition this book offers new insights into the position italy has attained in the international community in the 21st century it explores

how the country has sought to take advantage of its passage from a bipolar to a multipolar system and assesses the ways in which it has engaged internationally its new responsibilities and the manner in which it conducts its

policies in the pursuit of its interests whether political or commercial it argues that although italy is engaged internationally there is a gap between its actions and what it actually delivers and as long as this gap continues italy is

likely to remain a partial and unreliable foreign policy actor divided into three parts this book explores the context and processes which characterise italy s external action its relations with crucial countries and regions such as the

us the eu and the brics its security and defence policies this book will be of interest to students and scholars of european politics foreign policy analysis and italian studies

Italian Military Operations Abroad 2012-02-17

last year was the year of elections in turkey with two parliamentary elections and months long electoral campaigns that dominated the political agenda of the country the parliamentary elections of june 7 2015 brought an end to

the ak party s 12 year long era of parliamentary majority and single party government in turkey nevertheless the endeavors to form a coalition government could not be concluded successfully and another election appeared on

the horizon the country was ruled by an ak party led interim government and the elections were repeated five months later on november 1 2015 while close in time the two elections were quite distant with regard to the political

contexts in which they were carried out and in their respective results the november elections witnessed a comeback for the ak party which increased its votes by over 9 points with the addition of five million new votes in the

ballot box
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Italy's Foreign Policy in the Twenty-first Century 2014-10-17

spanish italian relations and the influence of the major powers examines complex relations between spain and italy beginning in 1943 and continuing until 1957 contending that the relationship cannot be examined in isolation

and must be understood in its broader context

Insight Turkey 2015 - Fall 2015 (Vol. 17, No. 4) 2014-12-03

according to mainstream discourse of the cold war post 1945 western europe was essentially a homogeneous historical space fully integrated into modern industrial society but as southern europe makes clear western european

societies were in fact divided by deep political and economic inequalities while nations in the north embodied consolidated democracies spain portugal and greece were at times all authoritarian regimes deeply afflicted with

underdevelopment these countries were cut off from the economic miracles other western european states were experiencing with its weak democracy italy held a contradictory position between the struggles of the iberian and

greek peninsulas and the progress of its neighbors beyond the alps now old inequalities long believed to be things of the past have resurfaced and a new debt crisis appears to be splitting the continent apart along historic lines

this book raises the important question of whether studying the geopolitics and social history of southern europe might be a valuable analytical tool for understanding these contemporary financial catastrophes

Spanish-Italian Relations and the Influence of the Major Powers, 1943-1957 2015-10-08

libya has a short volatile history foreigners played a significant role in shaping libya s institutions and policies and this book explores longer term trends in the relations between libya and the west placing current developments in

their historical context throughout history the globe s most powerful actors have regarded libya as an outlier state of little significance libya belonged neither here nor there and never fell under the full protection of any significant

global or regional powerhouse libya s weak national identity its weak institutions and its peripheral position have made it vulnerable to external influences and interventions as a result libya repeatedly falls prey to foreign powers

wanting to flex their muscles as this book narrates this was the case in 1911 in 2011 and several times in between

Southern Europe? 2016-05-18

this is the first scholarly work in modern european history which elucidates consistently how border issues affect the history of nations and states in the 19th and 20th centuries the book rethinks the italian history of the last 150

years from the perspective of its eastern periphery and of the profound impact that events on the border had on the core of the country

Libya in Western Foreign Policies, 1911–2011 2016-10-04

this book demarcates the barriers and pathways to major power security cooperation and provides an empirical analysis of threat perception among the world s major powers divided into three parts emil kirchner and james
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sperling use a common analytical framework for the changing security agenda in canada france germany italy japan the russian federation the united states the united kingdom and the eu each chapter features an examination of

national exceptionalism that accounts for foreign and security policy idiosyncrasies definitions of the range of threats preoccupying the government foreign policy elites and the public assessments of the institutional and

instrumental preferences shaping national security policies investigations on the allocation of resources between the various categories of security expenditure details on the elements of the national security culture and its

consequences for security cooperation global security governance combines a coherent theoretical framework with strong comparative case studies making it ideal reading for all students of security studies

Italy and Its Eastern Border, 1866-2016 2014-01-01

there are little doubts that italy has attempted to play a more assertive role in the international arena since the end of the cold war during the first forty years of its republican history conditioned by both the polarized international

context and an antagonistic domestic political system italy delegated its main choices in international affairs to external actors most notably nato and the european union the transition from a bipolar to a unipolar multipolar world

order provided italy with new opportunities to pursue its political and commercial interests more autonomously as well as new responsibilities to actively contribute to solving conflicts and addressing new global threats at the

same time the collapse of the traditional parties linked to the fall of the berlin wall and the clean hands enquiries and the changes of the electoral law from a proportional representation into a quasi majoritarian system generated

two heterogeneous coalitions which have regularly alternated in power but do not always share the same views and approaches with differences at times of form and more often of substance against this background italy in the

post cold war order adaptation bipartisanship visibility edited by maurizio carbone seeks to explain the evolution of italy s international action over a twenty year span 1989 2009 three central questions are addressed first how

does italy adapt to transformations of the international system second how does its ever changing political system influence italy s choices in foreign relations third how do domestic structures constrain or enable italy s place on

the world stage to answer these questions this book consists of two broad parts the first part sets the context and discusses issues horizontally focusing on foreign policy security and defense policy development cooperation and

multilateral action the second part which takes a vertical approach discusses italy s relations with key countries and regions of the world

Italy's Balkan Strategies (19th-20th Century) 2007-04-11

rome 2010 en rentrant chez elle ilaria trouve sur le pas de sa porte un jeune Éthiopien il dit être à la recherche de son grand père attilio profeti qui n est autre que le père de la jeune femme quels secrets le patriarche de la

famille profeti cache t il troublée ilaria décide d enquêter derrière le passé officiel de son père deux mariages quatre enfants et une réussite sociale éclatante elle découvre bientôt le parcours sombre et fascinant d un homme

sans scrupule À mesure que le voile se lève sur la jeunesse d attilio apparaît tout un pan occulté de l histoire italienne la colonisation de l Éthiopie sous mussolini dont les traces bouleversantes subsistent encore dans l italie

contemporaine

Global Security Governance 2004

this innovative text offers a completely fresh approach to italian politics by placing it in its historical institutional social and international contexts students will get to grips with the theories and concepts of comparative politics and

how they apply specifically to italy while gaining real insight into more controversial topics such as the mafia corruption and the striking success of berlusconi the textbook uses clear and simple language to critically analyze italy
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s institutions its political culture parties and interest groups public policy and its place in the international system often regarded as an anomaly italy is frequently described in terms of crisis instability and alienation sceptical of

these conventional accounts newell argues that if understood in its own terms the italian political system is just as effective as other established democracies with features including text boxes and further reading suggestions this

is an unbeatable introduction to the politics of italy

Storia d'Italia (1861-2001) 2002

siamo legati a una strana idea della politica non la consideriamo lo strumento che dovrebbe permetterci di vivere meglio ma una religione nei confronti della quale c è solo fede cieca e nessuna voglia di ragionare si procede

senza valutare il proprio interesse comportamento tipico di un paese che non sa cosa sia la patria quindi si attacca a un partito a una confessione religiosa talvolta al calcio tutto pur di non riconoscersi come popolo unico e

come patria gennaro sangiuliano e vittorio feltri ripercorrono le vicende fondamentali del dopoguerra dalle origini della repubblica fino alla nostra desolante attualità per giungere a una conclusione sconfortante l italia è una

repubblica senza patria che è come dire uno stato senza nazione fatto di cittadini che si riconoscono solo nel proprio gruppo che perseguono solo il proprio tornaconto gennaro sangiuliano ricostruisce storicamente la cronaca

degli anni fra il 1943 dalla firma dell armistizio e dalla fuga del re e gli anni settanta del novecento la matrice che a suo parere unisce tutte le esperienze politiche italiane è la divisione la mancanza di una prospettiva condivisa

della stato e dello sviluppo economico e culturale della nazione una storia caratterizzata da contrasti politici e ideologici che preludono a due italie sullo stesso suolo che a un certo punto sarebbero anche potute diventare due

stati la destra democristiana e filoamericana e la sinistra comunista e filosovietica osservatore privilegiato e allo stesso tempo voce fuori dal coro vittorio feltri racconta invece gli anni della nostra storia più recente dall esperienza

del centrosinistra di fanfani alla strategia della tensione da mani pulite e le inchieste di antonio di pietro alla nascita della lega e all avvento di silvio berlusconi sulla scena politica italiana nessun elemento di unità nessun

sentimento di patria nessuna ricerca del bene comune di nuovo sempre e come sempre la visione del particulare una lotta senza quartiere che ha assorbito tutte le energie dissanguato lo stato e immiserito la nazione

Der neue Marsch auf Rom 2008

this book aims to provide an overview of italian foreign policy from the moment of unification to the establishment of the european union three turning points are crucial in order to clarify italy s foreign policy 1861 the

proclamation of the italian kingdom 1943 when italy surrendered in world war ii 1992 the signing of the maastricht treaty the international position of italy continues to be an enigma for many observers and this fuels

misinterpretations and prejudices this book argues that italy is different but not divergent from other european countries italian elites have traditionally seen foreign policy as an instrument to secure the state and import models

for development italy can still contribute to international security and the strengthening of the eu at the same time italy is not a pure adaptive country and has always maintained a critical attitude towards the international system

in which it is incorporated

Journal of European Integration 2011

io sono solo rachele e vedo che tutto è finito così mussolini nell ultima telefonata alla moglie a poche ore dall arresto e dalla morte l ucraina non esiste disse putin e se esiste è una colonia russa mario che fai mi lasci sola

giorgia meloni si aggrappò con una battuta a mario draghi che il 23 ottobre si congedava da palazzo chigi dopo le consegne alla nuova padrona di casa sapeva quanto enorme fosse il compito affidatole dagli elettori in uno dei
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momenti più difficili del dopoguerra guerra civile rilancio tragico di un conflitto che ci sembrava impossibile nel cuore dell europa del xxi secolo e una donna di 45 anni alla quale nessuno ha regalato niente chiamata all

appuntamento con la storia prima presidente del consiglio della nostra repubblica prima capo di governo di destra una grande tempesta che attraversa un secolo di storia italiana e internazionale bruno vespa rende

contemporanei i tre avvenimenti raccontandoli come d abitudine in presa diretta l ultimo atto della storia del fascismo che si apre con l arresto di mussolini a villa savoia e si chiude con la macabra esposizione del suo cadavere

a piazzale loreto è denso di retroscena insospettabili per il lettore comune re vittorio emanuele iii e il maresciallo badoglio non sanno dove sistemare l ex duce e l ex duce s illude di ritirarsi da pensionato alla rocca delle

caminate sa fin dal momento della liberazione sul gran sasso di essere prigioniero di hitler e quindi si adatta a guidare la repubblichetta di salò sperando che le truppe d occupazione nazista riservino all italia un trattamento

migliore che alla polonia ma salò significa guerra civile narrata in queste pagine anche negli aspetti meno frequentati dagli storici fino al suo tragico epilogo solo un altro dittatore crudele e cinico come vladimir putin poteva

riportare la guerra in europa a ottant anni dalla fine del secondo conflitto mondiale vespa ne ha parlato con volodymyr zelensky e con sua moglie olena ha avuto vivaci discussioni con l ambasciatore russo a roma sergej razov e

con vladimir solov ëv il principale anchorman della televisione russa ma entrando nelle chiese di leopoli si è convinto che il popolo ucraino non si arrenderà mai nonostante le minacce nucleari di putin il conflitto in ucraina ha

avuto pesanti conseguenze sulla politica e sull economia italiana trovatesi nella grande tempesta di elezioni anticipate che hanno sconvolto il panorama politico nazionale vespa racconta i dietro le quinte della conferma di sergio

mattarella al quirinale e dell improvvisa crisi di governo del luglio 2022 si è confrontato con tutti i leader dei partiti di maggioranza e opposizione svelando i retroscena della formazione del nuovo esecutivo e ha avuto lunghe

conversazioni con giorgia meloni che si è detta decisa a cambiare profondamente la nazione altrimenti vado a casa ha confidato all autore

Italy in the Post-Cold War Order 2020-09-17T00:00:00+02:00

questo libro racconta la giovinezza di un partigiano empolese rolando fontanelli dai tempi della prima guerra mondiale fino al tracollo del fascismo È una storia particolare quella di un ragazzo antifascista da sempre che nel

momento delle scelte difficili rischiò la sua stessa vita e diventò un partigiano per combattere contro i tedeschi nazisti e invasori e contro i fascisti che avversava da sempre rolando fece la scelta più coraggiosa e meno scontata

che si potesse fare era uno di quei giovani che non poteva sapere con certezza che il regime ventennale era sul punto di cadere fu una scelta ideale e di campo netta egli scelse la resistenza e in queste pagine ce la racconta

passando attraverso la sua formazione politica che fu la prima conseguenza di quella esperienza di lotta si tratta di sicuro di una testimonianza molto importante per la storia dell antifascismo toscano e italiano visto che poi fu

pure uno dei tanti volontari del nuovo esercito italiano che combatté con gli alleati

Tous, sauf moi 2010-01-28

this book brings together leading academics to provide a comprehensive analysis of one of the most closely fought general elections in italian history covering the political economic and foreign policy background the campaign

and the outcome the book offers a sequel to newell s volume on the 2001 election closely reflecting the structure of the earlier volume the work gives readers the added value of a book allowing direct comparison of the 2006

election with the previous one while providing insight into an event that is of crucial importance for an understanding of the current trajectory of italian politics the book begins with a consideration of the context in which the

election took place before moving on to consider the preparations made by the two main electoral coalitions in the months leading up to the campaign the campaign issues the role of the media the response of the electorate

and the composition of the new parliament accessible to both specialists and the interested general reader this book will be essential reading for academics election analysts journalists and policy makers alike
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The Politics of Italy 2013-10-29

the book that explains the whole extraordinary course of italian history like no other in english the pursuit of italy traces the whole history of the italian peninsula in a wonderfully readable style full of well chosen stories and

observations from personal experience and peopled by many of the great figures of the italian past from cicero and virgil to dante and the medici from cavour and verdi to the controversial political figures of the twentieth century

the book gives a clear eyed view of the risorgimento the pivotal event in modern italian history debunking the influential myths which have grown up around it gilmour shows that the glory of italy has always lain in its regions

with their distinctive art civic cultures identities and cuisine and whose inhabitants identified themselves not as italians but as tuscans and venetians sicilians and lombards neapolitans and genoese this is where the strength and

culture of italy still comes from rather than from misconceived and mishandled concepts of nationalism and unity this wise and enormously engaging book explains the course of italian history in a manner and with a coherence

which no one with an interest in the country could fail to enjoy david gilmour is one of britain s most admired and accomplished historical writers and biographers his previous books include the last leopard a life of giuseppe di

lampedusa winner of the marsh biography award curzon duff cooper prize and long recessional the imperial life of rudyard kipling elizabeth longford prize for historical biography

Una repubblica senza patria 2001

a pioneering work in oral history this book tells the story of the rise and fall of the industrial revolution and the apogee and crisis of the labor movement through an oral history of terni a steel town in central italy and the seat of

the first large industrial enterprise in italy this story is told through a combination of stories songs myths and memories from over 200 voices of five generations woven with a wealth of archival material

After War and Massacre 2007

Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics 2005-07

Bibliographie Mensuelle 2017-05-30

Italy in International Relations 2022-11-04
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La grande tempesta 2006

Die italienische Mediendemokratie 2016-05-09

pensieri di un partigiano Rolando fontanelli 2008-10-15

The Italian General Election of 2006 2011-03-03

The Pursuit of Italy 2003

Politica in Italia 1994

Fascismo, antifascismo 2006

La penna del diplomatico 1994

Background Notes, Italy 2017-09-27

Biography of an Industrial Town
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